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April 28, 1970

Mr. David Hodges
26 Woolacombe Road
London, S.E. 3, England

Dear Mr. Hodges:

Upon my return from Florida where I watched the Sebring 12 hour race, Mrs. Cunningham asked me to
try to answer your letters of March 15th and April 1st. Unfortunately, I just don't have the time to go
through all our files to dig out some of the information you need.

1. Any information on C-1 cars —
There were four roadsters and one coupe built on this chassis design. The four roadsters

came to Le Mans for the 1951 race, and three raced. One we used as a practice car and demonstrator
only. I have that car in the Museum, as it was No. 1, and I used it as a road vehicle only. One of the
race cars was destroyed by us, as it was badly damaged in an accident; so we cut it up. The other two
roadsters are still around - one for sale here in California, the other in Florida being restored. The one
coupe was originally purchased by Mr. Carl Kiekaffer, of Mercury Outboard fame, and used as a road
car only. I don't know if this car still exists. These cars had De Dion rear suspension of our own de-

; sign and manufacture, but we had to discontinue this as it was too expensive for our production cars,
as welt as wearing too fast and becoming noisy. The prototype C-1 we have in the Museum has a
Cadillac engine, whereas the three cars we raced, as well as the coupe, had Chryslers.

2. Production C-3's -
We built 10 Vignale Coupes and 10 Convertibles. As I remember, they were all on the

same wheelbase chassis. No long wheelbase chassis were ever built. I don't know how many production
Vignales survive, as I have lost track of most of them. Probably about 75%, at a guess. I don't think
there are any outside of the U.S.A.

I believe the prices of $10,000.00 and $11,000.00 did cover our costs of building these
cars and left a very meager profit; but the race cars and racing expenses knocked us out eventually as
we got no financial help of any kind for racing.

We employed roughly 32 people in the shop, counting everybody, even porters and parts
men. We subcontracted most machine shop work outside the plant, as we didn't have much of this
equipment ourselves.

3. Personnel —
We took about 10 mechanics to Europe for Le Mans each year, as we ran 3 cars. Besides

these 10 men, we had the drivers, wives, and timers from England, led by Stanley Sedgwick, Esq. We
also carried either a doctor or trained nurse with the team.

Alfred Momo acted as our "chef-d'equip" in the later years at Le Mans, and when we re-
turned to the 24 hours in 1960 and on, he was in charge of everything; as the Palm Beach plant was
not operating after 1955. The cars were all prepared, etc. and run out of the Momo Corp. plant in
Woodside, New York, after we stopped building our cars in 1955.

4. I cannot supply any figures pertaining to our racing program, or the cost of any cars we built and
raced. Our total overall losses for 1950-1955 probably ran close to one million dollars, however.
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5. Racing Cars —
One C-2R was broken up as it was too damaged for us to repair. We cut it up and paid

the owner for the wreck. The other two C-2R racing cars still exist - one in Santa Barbara, California;
the other in St. Petersburg, Florida (as of 1965 anyway).

The two C-4R roadsters still exist in fine running form; I have the one i drove here, the
other is in New York. Charles Moran just sold this C-4R roadster, the C-5R roadster, and the C-4RK
Coupe last Saturday at the Parke-Bernet auction in New York. I bought the C-5R and C-4RK; so they
will be coming out to the Museum in a few days via truck, with a lot of spares. I don't know when he
raced one last, but I believe it was in 1957. The C-5R design was not developed because that was the
year Jaguar came out with Dunlop disc brakes and we couldn't get them, as Jags tied them up for their
cars. Our cars were also too heavy, and we wanted to make them lighter and smaller, with about a 3-
litre engine; so we built the C-6R and tried to make the 4 cylinder, 3 litre Offy engine work in it. This
failed, as it was only built for alcohol and wouldn't run cool enough on "pump" fuel. This meant a
complete new design, as block and head are integral. This cost too much money; so we shut down.

You ask about our strategy in the 1953 Le Mans race, and why didn't we push the C-5R
to try for second place. The answer was, we did push up to the limit of the brakes, but couldn't com-
pete with the Jaguar discs. If we went any faster, and thereby used more brakes, we probably wouldn't
have finished at all with this car. You see, we had instruments imbedded in the brake shoe linings, telling
us the amount of wear as the race progressed, and we couldn't change linings, as later we changed brake
pads. So we had to go according to our brake wear life. jJ^Jags hadn't come out that year with discs,
I fee! we might have won this race. We just seemed to be a "year too late with too little" !

Another reason for not developing the C-5R was, it was built purely to win Le Mans, and
had a solid "Indy type" front axle and suspension. We didn't feel it would be very good on some of
our U.S.A. courses, which were pretty rough. We did build two extra chassis, with many spares for the
C-5R, and used one of these to rebuild the car after Fitch wrecked it at Rheims in the 12 hour race.

6. We received no support, financial or otherwise, from any automobile firm or supplier. We had to pay
for everything we used, but did get a 40% discount from Chrysler through their Industrial Division on
the engines and other parts. Firestone did help us with tires, for which we had to pay, but at least they
brought their technicians to the races, and got interested in developing a sports-racing tire at their expense.
Marechal also supplied us lights for Le Mans at no cost to us. Also, certain Chrysler engineers gave us
their time and help with suspension calculations, and testing engine parts on their dynos at the factory.
This was not company policy, but on the side. We persuaded Dr. Kamm to come to West Palm Beach,
Florida from his home in Canada, to design the C-4RK Coupe body that we raced in 1952. As you re-
member, he was in charge of the Wind Tunnel in Stuttgart, Germany, before the War.

I'm sorry I can't find any specs on the 1950 Le Mans Cadillac cars or engines as we raced them. Other
than carbs and manifolds, the engines were stock I believe.

The photo of the car you sent us is one of the C-2 cars; driver B.S. Cunningham; event - Watkins Glen
Grand Prix. 1st: P. Walters in C-4RK and new course record; 2nd: John Fitch in C-4R, The reason for
the full width screen was because that is the way we raced these cars in the U.S. We drove them to and
from ail races, and in rain, the folding tops buttoned along the front edge of the screen frame. We only
took them off for Le Mans, not finding it worth changing at local races to the small Perspex screens.

Yes, Phil Walters made a new record for the Wilkes Barre Hill Climb in 1952 with the C-4RK. This was
called the "Giant's Despair1' Hill Climb, and was the actual road and course used in the early days of
racing in the U.S. Many of the famous old timers raced on this hilt, as it was a big annual event in the
early part of this century.

Sorry I can't supply any color photos as per your request, but we are sending along some black and
whites. My apologies for being so late, but I hope this will help.

Best regards,

B. S. Cunningham BSC-ic


